This paper presents a new classification model in which a classifier is built upon predictive association rules (PARs) and the maximum entropy principle (maxent). In this model, PARs can be seen as confident statistical patterns discovered from training data with strong dependencies and correlations among data items. Maxent, on the other hand, is an approach to build an estimated distribution having maximum entropy while obeying a potentially large number of useful features observed in empirical data. The underlying idea of our model is that PARs have suitable characteristics to serve as features for maxent. As a result, our classifier can take advantage of both the useful correlation and confidence of PARs as well as the strong statistical modeling capability of maxent. The experimental results show that our model can achieve significantly higher accuracy in comparison with the previous methods.
Introduction
Building efficient classifiers is a major task of machine learning research. Given a training set of data instances together with their class labels, the classification task is to induce a classifier that can predict labels for unseen instances. Traditional methods for this task have followed various approaches like rule learning [5] [6] , decision trees [21] , and statistical models (e.g., Naive Bayes [10] ).
With the emergence of high-performance data mining techniques for largescale databases, recent studies have shown that associative classification, using confident PARs discovered from training data, is competitive with the traditional methods in terms of both accuracy and scalability. The associative classification methods, such as CBA [16] , CAEP [9] , CMAR [17] , and ART [3] , build classifiers based on confident PARs whose consequent is a class label. Since the number of PARs is usually large, these methods attempt to select a subset by pruning the original set according to some heuristic assumption. The selected rules are then used to predict labels for new instances in a number of ways: ranking and searching for the most appropriate rule (CBA), computing an aggregated differentiating score based on emerging patterns to determine the most suitable class (CAEP), analyzing to select a small subset of the most related rules and making a collective classification decision on that subset (CMAR), and classifying with a decision list of PARs which is built by using Occam's razor as an inductive bias (ART), i.e., giving a higher priority to simpler hypotheses.
This presents a new strategy to build a classifier upon PARs and maxent. In our approach, those PARs are treated as features/constraints of the maxent distribution, and each of them is associated with a learnable weight. Training the classifier is to find the weight values that maximize the entropy of the above distribution. Once trained, the classifier can predict a label for each new data instance by summing over the learned weights of PARs belonging to different class labels in order to determine the most appropriate one. The main motivation of our approach can be summarized as follows.
-PARs are confident facts with highly correlated conjunctions of data items at their antecedent. And they, in a sense, can be viewed as complex statistic patterns hidden in empirical data. Thus, incorporating those PARs into a statistical model means that we can project the original feature space into a richer one where PARs can cover and control various classifying situations. -Maxent is a powerful statistical model that can include millions of overlapping, non-independent features/constraints, and thus provides enough room for a potentially large number of PARs. Further, the maxent distribution is totally consistent with the maximum likelihood distribution [2] . Thus, our classifier relies not only on confident implications, but also on a solid statistical principle. Also, this principle can be seen as an inductive bias for inducing our classifier because maxent follows Occam's razor to choose the least complex distribution among the others that satisfy empirical constraints. -Unlike other rule-based classifiers, our method predicts class labels for new instances based on multiple PARs w.r.t the global interaction among them and the aggregation of their weights. Obviously, this helps avoid prediction based on a single PAR, which sometimes leads to biased decisions. This is very important because predicting based on a high-ranked rule is not always optimal for hard instances that may exist in ambiguous or unbalanced data.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 mainly presents our classification model. Section 3 gives the experimental results and some discussion. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.
The Proposed Classification Model

Conditional Maximum Entropy
Although maxent has a long history and a wide range of applications, this paper confines this principle to the problem of building a model that can best describe empirical data. Intuitively, maxent models all that is known and assume nothing about what is unknown [2] . In other words, given a collection of facts, choose a model consistent with all the facts, but otherwise as uniform as possible. Maxent has been successfully applied to many natural language processing tasks, e.g. machine translation [2] , named entity recognition [4] , and POS tagging [22] .
Given a training dataset
is its class label. Conditional maxent is a conditional distribution P (l|o) -the conditional probability of having the class label l given the instance o. To train maxent model, experimenters have to determine significant features in the training data and integrate them into the model in terms of constraints. Maxent features have the form of two-argument function f : (o, l) → R below:
where l is a particular label and cp is a particular context predicate indicating a useful property of o. The maxent model is consistent with D w.r.t every feature
The maxent model is the distribution having the highest entropy while satisfying those constraints. Using the Lagrange multipliers method and theory of constrained optimization, Pietra et al. [20] proved that maxent model is unique and has the exponential form.
where λ i is the weight associated with f i , and Z λ (o) is the normalizing factor. Maxent is trained by setting the weight set {λ 1 , . . .} to maximize the entropy H(P λ ). The maxent model was often trained using GIS [7] . Recent studies [19] have shown that quasi-Newton methods like L-BFGS [18] are more efficient than the others. Once trained, the model will be used to predict labels for unseen data. Given a new instance o, the predicted label of o is l o = argmax l∈L P λ (l|o).
Mining Predictive Association Rules from Training Data
Let A = (A 1 , . . . , A m ) be a data schema of m attributes in which A i is either discrete or continuous. For any continuous attribute, its domain can be divided into non-overlapping intervals by using discretization methods [11] , [12] so that all attributes can be treated uniformly as discrete. Let L = {l 1 , . . . , l q } be the class attribute having q class labels. Given a training data
. , a i m ) follows the above schema and l i is a label associated with o i . PAR, discovered from D, is a special type of association rule [1] and has the form:
where the PAR antecedent is a conjunction of k attribute-value pairs and the consequent is a class label. The support of a PAR is the number of instances in D that match both its antecedent and its consequent. The confidence of a PAR is the conditional probability that an instance matches the consequent given that it matches the antecedent. Confident PARs are those whose support and confidence are greater than or equal to given minimum support (minsup) and minimum confidence (minconf), respectively. We use the FP-growth algorithm [14] , a very efficient frequent pattern mining technique, to mine association rules [1] . Then, we filter confident PARs from outputs of FP-growth. Unlike the previous methods, we apply different minconf thresholds (minconf 1 , . . . , minconf k ) corresponding to different antecedent lengths. This is because of an important observation that short rules usually have smaller confidence but are very useful for generalization while long rules have higher confidence but often are too specific.
MEPAR: Maximum Entropy Modeling of PARs
This section describes how to incorporate confident PARs into the maxent model to build our classifier -MEPAR. As mentioned earlier, maxent features are twoargument functions f <cp, l > (o, l). For example, in the problem of determining part-of-speech (POS) labels (e.g., noun, verb, adjective, etc.) for English words using a maxent model, we should include the useful fact that "if a word o ends with a suffix tive, it is very likely that the word o is an adjective". We interpret this fact as a maxent feature f <suffix tive, adj> (o, l). Obviously, this feature is useful for predicting POS labels for new words because it relies on a confident statistic from empirical data. Interestingly, confident PARs are also confident facts in training data, and thus can naturally be incorporated into the maxent model as normal maxent features. Given a confident PAR r : 
In (4), a feature is active (= 1 + conf(r)) if the label l of o is matching with l r and o holds the antecedent of r. Training maxent is very complicated in such a way that features interact with each other to yield an optimal estimated distribution over the training data. Thus, the learned weight of a PAR not only reflects how important the PAR is but also w.r.t the global optimum. One important observation is that the maxent model relies mainly on the occurrence frequency of its features and ignores feature confidence. In our model, we provide a priori for PARs by adding their confidence (conf(r)) to their corresponding feature values. After being trained, MPEAR can be used to predict class labels for unseen instances: given a new instance o j , its predicted label l j will be:
3 Experiments
Experimental Environments, Parameters, and Evaluation
The experiments were performed using our C/C++ implementation of maxent (FlexME: www.jaist.ac.jp/∼hieuxuan/flexcrfs/flexcrfs.html#FlexME). PARs were discovered by using an efficient implementation of FP-growth by B. Goethals. We used two groups of datasets from UCI ML Repository [15] as the experimental data. The first group includes 26 datasets which were tested with CBA [16] and CMAR [17] and the second group contains 13 datasets which were tested with ART [3] . Data discretization was done by using the entropy-based discretization method in [11] . The code is taken from MLC++ library [13] .
All experimental parameters and results of learning methods for the first data group were derived from CMAR [17] ; and those of the learning methods for the second data group were taken from ART [3] .
We discovered all PARs with the antecedent length k = 1, . . . , 5 with minconf 1 = 40%, minconf 2 = 70%, minconf 3 = 80%, minconf 4 = 90%, minconf 5 = 95%, respectively. The minsup is 1%. All the experimental results, including ours, were obtained from 10-CV (ten fold cross-validation) tests.
Experimental Results
For each dataset, we performed 10-CV test, and in each CV-fold we trained MEPAR for 50 L-BFGS iterations and then chose the highest accuracy to calculate the 10-CV accuracy. We observed that MEPAR models for UCI datasets converged around the first 20 L-BFGS iterations. Table 1 shows the results of five methods (C4.5 [21] , CBA [16] , CAEP [9] , CMAR [17] , and ours -MEPAR) for the first data group. The first column is the list of 26 datasets; the second is the number of records; the third is the number of attributes; and the fourth is the number of class labels. The results for C4.5, CBA, and CMAR were taken from [17] ; the results for CAEP were taken from [9] in which the results of several datasets are ignored because of their omission from the original paper. The ninth is the accuracy of our model, MEPAR, and the last column is the accuracy of normal maxent (i.e., without PARs). For each row, the highest accuracy is printed using italics.
In the first data group, MEPAR outperformed the other methods on 24 of 26 datasets including both the largest dataset (Waveform, 5,000 records) and the smallest one (Labor, 57 records). MEPAR performs well on datasets with a large number of attributes. This is because these datasets usually generate a large number of PARs with rich dependencies among data items, very useful for the MEPAR model. For those with small number of attributes, MEPAR obtains accuracies similar to the others. The average accuracy of MEPAR is 88.39%, significantly higher than those of CMAR, CBA, C4.5, and normal maxent. Table 2 shows the results of six methods (ART [3] , C4.5 [21] , RIPPER k=2 [6] , CN2 [5] , Naive Bayes [10] , and ours -MEPAR) for the second data group. The experimental results of ART, C4.5, RIPPER, CN2, and Naive Bayes were taken from [3] . The last column is the accuracy of MEPAR. In this data group, MEPAR performed better than the others on 7 of 13 datasets. It also performed well on both large (Nursery, Mushroom, Splice) and small ones (Lenses, Lungcancer). The average accuracy of MEPAR is significantly higher than those of the others. we also analyzed the stability of MEPAR. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the log-likelihood and the accuracy between two cases: normal maxent (without PARs) and MEPAR (with PARs). The left graph shows that the log-likelihood of MEPAR increases more strongly than that of the normal maxent. This means that MEPAR can describe the empirical data better. The right graph depicts the accuracy values of MEPAR and the normal maxent as functions of the number of training iterations. As we can see, the accuracy of MEPAR is significantly higher than that of the normal maxent. Further, the accuracy of MEPAR increases smoothly, without large fluctuations of the normal maxent. 
Conclusions
This paper presented the hybrid classification model, MEPAR, that is based on PARs discovered from training data and maxent. Unlike other rule-based methods, our model predicts labels for new data instances based on multiple PARs whose weights are trained using maxent. This ensures that weights of PARs not only precisely measure how important the PARs are, but are also consistent with the empirical data. Also, a prediction based on multiple PARs should avoid biased decisions. Our future work will focus on how to tune parameters automatically in order to obtain higher performance. Also, the theoretical aspect will be further investigated to clarify why MEPAR can achieve such high accuracy.
